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1   Introduction

This text should provide a brief comparison of military policies of both states situated on the Korean Peninsula, i.e. the Republic of Korea (RoK, generally known as South Korea) and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, also known as North Korea). The thesis is focused on five main criteria of the comparison: basic determinants (geographic, politic and economic features of both states), the nature of armed forces, their strategy and tactics, their armament policy and finally, the ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction. Korean countries are very suitable objects for such a comparison, as they share many important basic features, but they absolutely differ in other ones at the same time. The topic is also up-to-date and there are many sources available (although the sources for the DPRK are often estimates or qualified speculations). The main aim of the thesis is to find and explain main common and different points of the military policies of “both Koreas” and to set them into a broader frame of the present-day situation on the Korean Peninsula.

2   Basic determinants

The very existence of two Korean states is actually a remain of the Cold War only, such as the existence of two German states used to be. Although we get used to use the terms “South Koreans” and “North Koreans”, they are technically rather politic or geographic than national, because the both countries are inhabited by the same and only Korean nation. The Koreans in both countries probably share sincere desire for reunification, but they (of course) in principle differ in the views of the nature and the costs of the process. The leadership of the DPRK has hoped for a “popular armed revolution” in the RoK for a long time, but this has always been an illusion only, thus the only way for the DPRK would be the military defeat of the South.  Hodge, H. T.: North Korea’s Military Strategy, on-line text, p. 3. The RoK leadership probably hopes for breakdown of the Northern régime; there were some (probably sincere) initiatives to unite both states on the “one country, two systems” basis, but the policy pursued by the DPRK has made them faint.  Máša, P.: Korea: Půl století bez vyhlídky na mír, p. 35. And even in the case of breakdown or military defeat of the DPRK, the process of reunification would be extremely challenging and expensive, certainly much more than the German one.
The military policy of both states is influenced by the specific geographic conditions on the Korean Peninsula. It’s relatively small and narrow area, which causes an extreme density of placement of military forces, thus making any potential combat very intense and destructive. The considerably rough and mountainous terrain strongly affects utilization of armored units and favors lighter combat vehicles. The naval warfare is influenced mainly by the broken line of coast and small swallow seas. Military strategies and tactics of both states also must look at the well-known De-Militarized Zone (DMZ) on the 38th parallel. Despite its name, the border is probably the most heavily guarded one in the world. There have been many incidents, some of them armed and very serious.  Republic of Korea Military Guide, WWW site. The last basic determinant common for both Korean states is the suspicious view towards Japan, based on historical Japanese aggression and occupation. However, the USA has convinced South Korea to shift its policies towards Japan; nowadays, the countries could be described as strategic allies.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 120-121.

2.1  Basic determinants: RoK
The Republic of Korea is a liberal democracy, together with Japan used as an example of democratic progress in the Eastern Asia. However, during the Cold War, South Korea used to be a right-wing authoritarian military dictatorship. The democratization process started in the end of the 1980’s and the standards of Western liberal democracy have been achieved in the first half of the 1990’s. The South Korean economy is a very strong one, the fourth largest in Asia and the 15th largest in the world, and represents a steady and reliable material basis for the armament policy.  The World Factbook, WWW site. Republic of Korea has always been, of course, a close ally of the USA, together with Japan and Taiwan the best one in the region. There are about 30 000 US soldiers in the RoK; however, the public opinion towards them is controversial. On the one hand, the South Koreans realize that the American forces are the best protection against any aggression of the DPRK; on the other hand, they also represent an obstacle in a process of reunification. In fact, the South Koreans see the North Koreans not as “enemies”, but rather “victims” of a horrible régime. There are frequent demonstrations demanding withdrawal of the US forces.  Máša, P.: Korea: Půl století bez vyhlídky na mír, p. 35. The South Korean forces and the American soldiers in South Korea submit to a joint military command called CFC (Combined Forces Command).  Langton, Ch. (ed.): The Military Balance 2007, p. 361.

2.2  Basic determinants: DPRK
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is a ruthless communist totality, probably the hardest ever created, and definitely the most isolated country in the world. There is a lack of reliable information about the true nature of the political system; the state is often described as being under overwhelming control of the Korean Workers’ Party, but the régime is sometimes compared rather to “Oriental sultanism”, because the true power could be a “personal” one, de facto placed only in the hands of Kim Jong-il, rather than in the KWP.  Country Studies: North Korea, WWW site. Anyway, the régime is completely unpredictable, and even its basic intentions are uncertain; some of experts argue that the DPRK has actually given up efforts to “liberate the South” and pursues only its own survival, but the others insist that the “reunification by force” remains “the supreme national task” of the Communist régime.  Hodge, H. T.: North Korea’s Military Strategy, on-line text. The DPRK formally pursues “juche” policy, calling for full independence and self-sufficiency, but the economy is in a disastrous situation and it is totally dependent on foreign help; there are insufficient supplies of almost everything. The only state with a certain influence on North Korean politics is the People’s Republic of China, which in fact “keeps up” the very existence of the DPRK; however, the authority of China is limited. Even the Chinese leadership seems to realize that the North Korean régime becomes more and more dangerous and is a serious source of instability.

3   Armed forces

3.1  Armed forces: RoK
The Armed Forces of the Republic of Korea (their official name) have been built along the American model. Similarly to other countries that used to be military dictatorships, the RoK has established strong mechanisms of democratic civilian control of the armed forces. There is a Ministry of National Defense (strictly civilian) and uniformed Joint Chiefs of Staff. The active armed forces themselves are divided into three main branches: the Army, the Air Force (which includes also part of the air defense) and the Navy (including the Marine Corps). Their current overall manpower is about 655 000 soldiers. They are said to be of a high quality and their training is probably excellent, apparently surpassing the average Western level. There is a fourth branch of the armed forces, the Reserve Forces that includes more than three million soldiers. There are two important paramilitary forces: the Civilian Defence Corps (with more than 3 500 000 reservists) and Maritime Police (equal to the Coast Guard of the United States; with about 4500 members). The ground army has got ten corps, forty-six divisions and fifteen maneuver brigades. The South Korean armed forces are undergoing complex and ambitious reform (so-called “Elite and Advanced Military”) to achieve a readiness for the 21st century missions (more in the chapter 4) and to improve the cooperation with the USA. Among other steps, the structure of units is entirely changing and many new weapon systems are acquired (more in the chapter 5). South Korea tries to obtain capabilities for “force projection”, i.e. the foreign (“expeditionary”) missions. There is a long-term plan to downsize the overall number of the South Korean soldiers to the level of about 500 000.  Langton, Ch. (ed.): The Military Balance 2007, pp. 359-361.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 56-61, 98-113 and 316.  Republic of Korea Military Guide, WWW site.

3.1  Armed forces: DPRK
The armed forces of the DPRK have the official name Korean People’s Army (KPA). They are under control of the Communist Party and Kim Jong-il. The control is executed through the National Defense Commission, which is constitutionally defined as “the highest guiding organ of the military and the managing organ of military matters”. The chairman of the NDC is Kim Jong-il himself (it’s very interesting that this is probably his most important function, because the post of president is “held forever” by his deceased father Kim Il-sung). However, there are evidences that the relations between the KPA and the Party are not ideal (at least not as good as they used to be under Kim Il-sung) and there are speculations about something like “military opposition” in the armed forces.  The World Factbook, WWW site.  Country Studies: North Korea, WWW site. As in other totalitarian régimes, the army is the only actor that could (theoretically) cause change “from within”.
The Korean People’s Army has been built along the combination of the Soviet and Chinese models and it is divided into four main branches: the Ground Forces, the Navy, the Air Force (which also includes the territorial air defense) and so-called Artillery Guidance Bureau (that operates the ballistic missiles). These four branches have overall manpower over one million troops (the current estimations are set about 1 190 000), making the KPA probably the fourth largest armed force in the world. There are about 4 700 000 reservists and 3 500 000 men and women in the paramilitary forces (Security Troops and Worker and Peasant Red Guard), i.e. the full mobilization potential of the DPRK could be about ten million people. However, their quality is extremely disputable and most of analysts agree that it’s probably desperate. There are frequent claims about their strong morale and hard training, but the catastrophic economic situation of the country and lack of supplies makes these statements very questionable (maybe with the exception of Special Forces). The unique feature of the North Korean armed forces is an emphasis of the underground structures: There are reports on whole underground military bases, artillery or missile shelters and arms factories; they significantly limit the possibility of satellite and aerial intelligence. There are also well-known tunnels under the DMZ, apparently created for a surprising invasion of the Republic of Korea.  Langton, Ch. (ed.): The Military Balance 2007, pp. 357-359.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 32-37 and 316.  Korean Peoples’ Army, WWW site.

4   Strategy and tactics

4.1  Strategy and tactics: RoK
The general strategic goal of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Korea is to defend the country against foreign invasion, especially, of course, against North Korean one. The second task is defined as “upholding the principle of peaceful unification”; however, it’s very hard to imagine a situation when the DPRK would launch an aggression, the RoK would successfully defend and would not continue the combat until the total defeat of the North Korean régime and reunification. The engagement of South Korean forces would be probably necessary also in a case of breakdown or collapse of the régime in the DPRK. The doctrine and tactics of the South Korean armed forces are based on the American models, especially the Air-Land Battle model, but modified for the local geographic conditions. Therefore, the South Koreans count on supremacy of their high-tech weapons, C4ISTAR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance), concentration of forces against the weak points of the enemy, provision of permanent support (especially by the mobile artillery and air force), precise cooperation of units, elastic defense and achieving and preservation of the air superiority. Nowadays, the Armed Forces of the RoK tend to adopt the well-known American concepts of “information warfare” and “network-centric warfare”. One of disputable topics is a question of preemptive strike; it’s not clear whether South Korea would be willing to launch a “first-strike”, for example against the North Korean WMD assets or against Communist forces apparently preparing for an aggression.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 47-48, 98-101 and 108-113.  Republic of Korea Military Guide, WWW site.  Miller, D. - Foss, Ch. F.: Moderní pozemní boj, pp. 176-177.

4.2  Strategy and tactics: DPRK
The officially declared “supreme national task” of the DPRK is to achieve “reunification” and the North Korean media admit only the reunification under the Communist rule. Thus, it could be stated that the North Korea still pursues preparations for surprising attack against the Republic of Korea, which is described as “part of country occupied by the US imperialists and their puppets”. The “defense” concept is related to the whole Peninsula. It could perhaps seem that the leadership fears an American, South Korean, or even Japanese attack, as the invasion of Iraq clearly showed that the USA are ready to remove “hostile régimes”. But the structure and appearance of the Korean People’s Army clearly resembles offensive force, built only for a rapid attack against the South, before the USA could respond. Their tactics seem to be based on Soviet “deep operation” (with some features of Chinese “people’s war” model), modified for the local geographic conditions. The attack operation should begin with a massive artillery preparation, as the DPRK possesses over 17 000 heavy artillery pieces; they should serve as a “compensation” for insufficient aerial support. After that, there would be a rapid breakthrough of mechanized and armored units into the deep of the enemy territory. These attacks should be complemented with airborne assaults and diversion operations of special forces. The DPRK is also expected to execute terrorist attacks and to utilize ballistic missile in a very heavy scale, most likely with chemical and/or biological warheads, and probably the nuclear weapons too. The North Korean military operations would be aimed not only against the Republic of Korea and American forces stationed there, but probably also against American military assets based in Japan. The main defensive aspects of North Korean military strategy include the air defense (as the leadership realizes the overwhelming strength of South Korean and US air forces) and the coastal defense, because there were successful amphibious operations in the Korean War and this advance is expected to be repeated. The role of the reservists and paramilitary forces of the DPRK is probably more defensive, e.g. to guard the military bases or the main highway from the capital of Pyongyang to the DMZ.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 25-26.  Hodge, H. T.: North Korea’s Military Strategy, on-line text.  Korean Peoples’ Army, WWW site.  Miller, D. - Foss, Ch. F.: Moderní pozemní boj, pp. 176-177.

5   Armament policy

5.1  Armament policy: RoK
The Republic of Korea, being a developed country with a strong economy, becomes very important manufacturer of modern weapon systems. The South Korean armed forces used to be fully dependent on American hardware, but the situation has been changing and the state is becoming more and more self-sufficient. There are well-known companies such as Daewoo, Hyundai, Samsung or KAI (Korean Aerospace Industries), which are producing also military equipment. Some older types of South Korean weapons are usually copies or modifications of American models, such as K1 tank or KIFV armored vehicle, but the current types represent home-grown “construction school” and sometimes surpass even the American ones. The best examples are K2 Black Panther tank, K9 Thunder self-propelled howitzer, T-50 Golden Eagle training and light combat aircraft or Sejong the Great missile destroyer. But South Korea still buys weapons from the USA, some of them in standards that are significantly more advanced than the versions for American armed forces (e.g. F-15K Slam Eagle fighter bomber). South Korea is engaged in the ballistic missile defense programs as well, mainly the sea-based Aegis BMD. The most visible sign of “force projection” capabilities is the Dokdo helicopter assault ship. Except of the American and home-built hardware, the Armed Forces of the Republic of Korea possess a number of hi-tech Russian-made weapons, acquired as a form of deletion of Russian debts. The South Korean arms industry not only supplies the domestic armed forces, but it also becomes a strong player in the international weapons market, where the K2 tank or KT-1 and T-50 training planes are quite successful. The main customer of South Korean arms is Turkey; the roots of the friendship of these countries are deep and probably are connected with the fact that during the Korean War, Turkey had sent the second largest (after the USA) contingent of soldiers for the United Nations force.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 109-113 and 312.  Langton, Ch. (ed.): The Military Balance 2007, pp. 359-361.  Republic of Korea Military Guide, WWW site.

5.2  Armament policy: DPRK
The Korean People’s Army used to be totally dependent on supplies of military hardware from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic and the People’s Republic of China, but there has been also systematic effort to create a domestic arms industry. After the end of the Cold War, Russia has generally rejected to sell equipment to the North Korea; there were still supplies of weapons from China, but today, a total arms embargo is placed on the DPRK, therefore the only source of military weapons is domestic production. Most of the equipment of the Korean People’s Army is represented by outdated Soviet and Chinese weapons and their local copies, versions, modifications and combinations. In has to be admitted that the North Koreans seem to be very hardworking in this area and manage to produce copies of many foreign weapons. It must be stated that, although the overall average level of KPA equipment could be set into the 1970’s, not all the types of weapons are an obsolete “scrap”. There are certain types that at least seem to be modern and could represent a formidable danger. Some of examples include Pokpoong-ho tank (allegedly equal to Russian T-90), 170mm Koksan self-propelled howitzer (with exceptional range of about 60 km) or some naval weapons, such as stealth, submersible and “surface-effect” torpedo and missile boats. The DPRK Navy also possesses large numbers of attack and diversion submarines. The North Korean air defense network (especially around the Pyongyang) is said to be the densest in the world, but it includes only out-of-date weapon systems. However, the ground forces operate literally tens of thousands of anti-aircraft guns and shoulder-launched missiles, which could constitute real threat for low-flying aircraft. It’s known that the DPRK is an arms exporter and supplies particularly the “rogue states” (such as Iran or Syria), especially with missiles or certain naval systems.  Langton, Ch. (ed.): The Military Balance 2007, pp. 357-359.  Korean Peoples’ Army, WWW site.

6   Missiles and WMDs

The Army of the Republic of Korea possesses small number (the usual estimate is twelve, but some sources indicate up to thirty) of Hyunmoo NHK short-range (about 300 km) ballistic missiles. Of course, the state owns no weapons of mass destruction today, although it’s well known that there were advanced programs of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons in the Cold War (even a small amount of weapon-grade fission material had been produced). It must be also clearly stated that the country is technologically definitely nuclear-capable; although it’s not a “para-nuclear” state able to produce the warhead within months (such as Japan is), it could create nuclear weapon probably in a year or two. And the present intensive effort in the area of space program clearly indicates that there is an undisputable potential that could allow production of medium-range or even intercontinental ballistic missiles.  Republic of Korea Military Guide, WWW site.

The North Korean arsenal of ballistic missiles is a very important factor that significantly influences the whole situation on the Korean Peninsula. The Korean People’s Army Artillery Guidance Bureau possesses literally hundreds of short-range ballistic missiles of the Hwasong series (improved copies of the notorious Soviet Scud; range up to 700 km) and probably tens of medium-range ballistic missiles of the Nodong family (apparently domestic North Korean design, although probably using Russian and Chinese technologies; the most powerful variant could have range maybe about 2500 km). The North Korea also disposes of technologies for producing intercontinental ballistic missiles and space launchers (Taepo-dong series; the most powerful one could be possibly able to hit the continental United States), but all the tests have been so-far unsuccessful and true North Korean ballistic missile potential remains quite misty. North Korea has produced and tested nuclear weapons, but this sphere of capabilities is rather unsure too. The experts estimate that there could be not more than ten nuclear devices, while suited almost surely only for aerial bombs, not for ballistic missiles. But it’s undisputable that the North Korea possesses enormous stockpiles (literally thousands of tons) of chemical and biological weapons and many means to deliver them.  Defense White Paper 2008, on-line text, pp. 37-40.  Korean Peoples’ Army, WWW site.


7   Conclusions

The first conclusion of the comparison is that there are undoubtedly (at least) two common features of the military policies of both Korean countries. The first one is the result of specific geographic conditions on the Peninsula; armed forces of both countries, although built along fully different foreign models, simply had to adapt on these conditions. The second important common point is growing effort to lower dependency on foreign weapons or to build domestic and self-sufficient arms industry, respectively. However, the reasons for this development are very different, as is the overall technological level and the main intention. Although the North Koreans have created certain more-or-less original types, they still concentrate on production of copies, while the South Korean arms industry more and more shows off the existence of its own “school”, which competes with the US one in some areas.
Except of the two described common points, the military policies of the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea could be viewed as almost perfect opposites. The Armed Forces of the Republic of Korea represent up-to-date and mainly defense-oriented force equipped with advanced weapons and undergoing a reform to achieve readiness for the missions of the 21st century, including the MOOTW (military operations other than war). On the contrary, the Korean People’s Army could be described as a typical “communist army of the Cold War”. Its purpose is explicitly and strictly offensive, aimed to carry out an invasion of the South Korea, thus achieving the “reunification by the force”. The only advantage over the South Korea is perhaps the significant numerical dominance, but the obsolete equipment, disastrous situation of supplies and economy and out-of-date strategy and tactics would render this “advantage” almost unimportant or negligible.
It could be surely said that any possible armed conflict in the Korean Peninsula would end as an entire defeat of the North Korea (although the collateral losses and damages in the South Korea and probably also in Japan, China and Russia could be horrific) and reunification of the Peninsula under democratic rule of Soul (although the whole reunification process would be probably long and extremely expensive). The final conclusion of the thesis is that two states that share a lot of common basic determinants (even being inhabited by the same nation!) can pursue almost totally different military policies, if they are under a rule of antipodal régimes. The work also proves that military policy is only a projection of the whole national policy and the main interests of the ruling political representation.
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